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The End of th~Oil Age
by Paul Koberstein

W

ith the recent rise in gasoline
prices, people are starting co
ask questions again about gasoline supplies. Will prices go higher? Will
supplies get tighter? Can we do something about OPEC?
The oil industry has its pat answers
ready. What we need co do, the industry
says, is remove barriers to exploring for
more oil. That, of course, implies eliminating environmental restrictions. The
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, which
the industry believes contains a number
of large pools of crude, is now off-limits
co drilling but that could change under a
new Congress and new president. You
can expect the oil industry co lobby hard
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make that happen. And as we reported last month, the campaign contributions are gushing.
Eventually, though,
the cheap
sources will run out, probably by midcentury. Developing every last drop may
slightly ease our dependency on foreign
oil, though that is debatable. What is
clear, as Seth Dunn of World Watch
points out in our cover story, is that further development carries an increasingly
steep price tag in the form of import
dependency, air pollution, coastal oil
spills, drilling-related disruptions and
climate change.
It is time tO end the oil age and
make a switch to something that won't
destroy the planet as we know it. Doing
this will be the most important challenge we face in the 21st Century. Our
dependence on oil is the real YZK bug.
Unfortunately, we are moving at a
sluggish pace. Oil companies are investing in solar, it seems, only for the public
relations value. The auto industry's
effort to make and market alternative
cars has been tepid, to say the lease. And
the public is wholly ignorant, it seems,
as people continue to use spore utility
vehicles for quick hops to the grocery
score.
We may not be at the end of the oil
- there are oil shale and tar deposits out
there to last hundreds of years, though
they cannot be developed without huge
ecological impacts - but we are at the
end of the oil age. What comes next, or
whether anything comes next, depends
on how quickly we humans understand
that fact and react accordingly.
to
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Will the Real Teddy Roosevelt
Please Stand Up?
Presidential Candidates on the Environment
By l!.'lizabeth Grossman

L

ike kissing babies and cown
meetings, the leading presidential candidates - Bradley, Bush,
Gore and McCain - all say they favor
protecting America's national treasures
and conserving
natural resources.
In
defining their positions,
three out of
four (including both Republicans who
have opposed federal wilderness protection)
have
invoked
Theodore
Roosevelt - one of whose most enduring legacies was his protection of public lands under the Antiquities Act. So
where do these candidates really stand
on environmental issues? What, based
on their backgrounds
and voting
records, their interests
and advisers,
would they do co protect the environment if elected president? If you really
care about rigorous protection of clean
air, clean water, open spaces, biodiversity, and energy conservation,
who
should you vote for?
Though all four candidates have

imperfect records, and all four have at
some point acted on behalf of industries involved in activities potentially
harmful co the environment,
there is a
clear difference
between Democrats
and Republicans
on key issues. And
George W. Bush's record in Texas, if
replicated
on a national scale, could
undo years of conservation
work, and
jeopardize
public lands, open space
protection and pollution prevention.
Here is an overview of the candidates' records:
BILL

BRADLEY -

The League of
Conservation
Voters
(LCY)
gives Bradley an
84 percent lifetime
environmental
voting
average.
They
report
that
he
supports mass transit to curb urban
sprawl, and believes labor and environ-

mental groups should help shape the
World Trade Organization's
international trade rules.
As senator
from New Jersey,
Bradley co-sponsored
bills protecting
his state's waters, land and coastline.
He co-sponsored
the first Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge bill, and led a
successful
Senate filibuster against a
bill conservationists felt offered inadequate protection
for Utah wilderness.
Bradley has been endorsed by Friends
of the Earth, but other conservation
leaders, according to LCV, "have at
times been disappointed
by Bradley's
reluctance to speak on the floor or fight
over an issue in committee."
Despite
chis mostly admirable
record. "The Buying of the President
2000," by Charles Lewis and the
Center for Public Integrity, reports that
in the Senate, Bradley "won at lease
$100 million worth of tariff suspensions
for drug and chemical makers," and
"introduced at least 45 bills on behalf
CONTINUED
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Federal Recreation Fees:
The Lesser of Two Evils
By AndyKerr

dizing roads, timber sales, livestock grazing and mining. In the horrible old days
he Forest Service and the National
(today they are just terrible) when a milPark Service are due to announce a
lion log trucks a year were coming off the
new single, Pacific
orthwest-wide
federal forests of Oregon and Washington
recreation pass. National parks have long
(it is today perhaps 200,000 year, or one
charged an entrance fee and most national
every two and one-half minutes, all day,
TRAIL PARK
forests now charge trail user fees. The Forest
every day of the year), trail maintenance,
PASSES
Service calls it a "fee demonstration project"
campground
and other recreation
coses
REQUIRED
(to demonstrate that you will pay the fee).
were taken out of general funds' - sort of
The pass wi II be required to park at most
as small mitigation for all ihose stumps.
national forest trailheads and in other speciIf you are opposed to national forest
I-~
,~,-~,.'>li!-·,i-~ MCliil.D••~
fied high-use areas. Campground fees will
fttlelit{•:,Ji#...-.
recreation fees, first ask yourself, are you
continue to be collected separately.
opposed as a recreationist or as a conservaIt is essentially the same concept as the
tionist? It makes a difference as to any
"Sno-Park" permits for winter recreationists,
for which
potential high ground you might occupy on the issue.
you must display a pass on your dash to park your care in
As a recreationist, you were happy with the free ride
the snow zone. For "Sno-Park" passes, the money colof not paying for trails, just like the free ride other recrelected is used to plow parking areas. Currently 80 percent
ationists get (though many trees paid for it with their
of the revenues are retained on each national forest for
lives). But, oh wait, campers have Jong paid to use camptrail maintenance,
etc.
grounds, as have off-road vehiclists paid (for the facilities
So, you do not like fees? Who does besides bureauto support them, though for not the damage they do ro
crats, so-called free-market libertarians and members of the environment) through .the tax on the gas they waste.
Congress who would like to tap the Forest Service budDownhill skiers pay through a portion of their lift ticket.
get to get some more money for another cruise missile or
But, I am just walking on public lands, I am not using
an inch of flight deck for the next aircraft carrier?
a developed facility like a campground! Trails are develThough tax revenues have gone up, government
opment and do cost money to build and maintain. There
spending has gone down, and this includes the Forest
is also the cost of law enforcement to reduce the risk of
Service. Overall, the agency gets less tax dollars - and it your car getting clouted at the trailhead.
is a very good thing because they spend most of it subsiCONTINUED
ON PAGE 4
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FEO-UPTRIBESTO FEDS:
Breach and Beef Up
The leaders of four Northwest
tribes, the Nez Perce, Umatilla,
Yakama and Warm Springs have
lost patience over the continued
delay by federal officials on the
decision of whether to back
breaching of four dams on the
Lower Snake River in Washington.
Under a 1855 treaty, the tribes are
guaranteed fishing rights on the
Cotumbia River..
Tired of being locked out of
the. federal deliberations to find a
solution to ailing salmon runs, they
· called a 'meeting with Clinton.
administration officials and others,
and threatened:to file suit to make
sure the balls gets rolling. They
support breaching as a way to aid
the 13 threatened and endangered
salmon and steelhead trout runs,
and want significant action
taken to not' only
restore salmon, but
beef up runs to the
robust. productive
fisheries that once
existed in the
Columbia
River Basin.
Trout Unlimited's conservation
director, Jeff Curtis, says the tribes
are particularly fed up with the fact
that the National, Marine Fisheries
Se:rvice largely abandoned an earlber scientific study that had concluded breaching would be the. best ·
way to save Snake River salmon
anq stee1head. The NMFS has' now
begun a scientific study, called the ·
Cumulative Risk lnitrative, to look
for
to restore runs without ,
breaching the dams. Trout.
Unljmited has analyzed the study ·
Jon the tribes and found serious
.problems with it.Among other
concerns, the tribes asked the
federal government to correct
flaws in its new scienfific analysis.
j
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The Big Dump
Turns out the Department• of
Energy ·rs like one· of. those freeloading rel4\tives wh0: shows up at
your house un~nnounce9 for an
inqefinite vis!t. They not oeJy w~ar
out their. welcome with a too71ong
stay, but'.retum 'again with a car .
load of cl'irf laundry: S6uRds like
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DOE's plans for Southeast
Washington, where the national
defense org that wants to make
Hanford a depository for low-level
nuclear waste. Plans call for
Hanford to receive about 70,000
cubic meters of low-level waste and
I 00,000 cubic meters of mixed lowlevel waste over the next 18 years.
That's twice the low-level waste
already coming to Hanford, and a
whole new waste stream of chemicals from DOE's defense industries.
So far, the feds have failed to
answer the state's questions about where the
I new material would be
stored at Hanford at an existing site or at
a newly constructed one.
Accordtng to an
editorial in The Seattle
~ Times,the DOE, like that
pesky cousin, has a "history of
stonewallilig,shuffling money from
one trouble spot to another, and
pleading poverty." It's been a constant
struggle to get the federal government to honor its commitments
under the I 0-year-old Tri-Party
Agreement; The state, for instance,
had to sue for court-enforceable
orders to speed up the transfer of
the most hazardous waste from single-shell tanks to double-shell tanks.
Unfortunately, there's little the
state can do about low-level waste
because DOE can act without local
permission. Stay tuned.

Booming Head Count Runs
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of chemical companies seeking a
reduction or suspension of the taxes
they pay on imported chemicals."
Among those chemicals were highly
toxic pesticides. The report notes that
Bradley won tax breaks for Biocraft
Laboratories, a New Jersey company
responsible for the fourth-largest
source of toxic emissions in the state, as
well as for Merck & Company, reported
to be responsible
for half che toxic
waste dumped in New Jersey in 1991.
GEORGE

W.

Busu - For his
performance on
environmental
protection
as
Governor, even
the iconoclastic

Washington
1lfo11thly
gives
George W. Bush
(R-TX) a grade of D.
Central to Bush's national environmental agenda is a 50 percent budget
increase for the Land and Water
Conservation fund for state and local
conservation initiatives. "Gov. Bush
believes in bringing people together to
gee things done, in building partnerships co achieve results," with a "balanced approach ... with high standards"
and "based on the best science," says
campaign
spokesperson
Scott
McLellan.
Asked for Bush's view of che
Clinton administration's proclamation
of
new
national
monuments,
McClellan replied, erroneously, "they
were done with no local input whatsoever."
What do local input and building
partnerships mean to Bush? The campaign claims achievements in Texas

reducing air emissions, a supposedly
successful example of private-public
partnership. Yet the LCV and the
Texas
Public
Employees
for
Environmental Responsibility (PEER)
both say air quality in Texas cities has
grown worse under the Bush administration. Texas' toxic industrial air emissions are now the country's highest.
Texas PEER and the Center for Public
Integrity fault the Bush administration
for, in effect, allowing Texas industry
to write its own regulations. Energy
companies, including Enron, and their
representatives are significant Bush
contributors.
One of Bush's advisers on environmental matters is Terry Anderson of
the Political Economic Research
Center (PERC) in Bozeman, Mont.
Anderson advocates applying free market solutions and property rights principles co environmental and nacural
resource issues. He calls for the privatization of public lands and waters.
PERC favors local control, which Bush
has promoted in Texas, passing regulations limiting environmental protections chat have resulted in benefits co
business and industry.
Texas PEER reports that in his
first term, Bush supported the "Texas
Audit privilege law, which created
sweeping protections for polluters who
perform internal environmental or safety audits at their businesses." Bush has
signed bills to remove thousands of
acres from environmental protections
enacted by the city of Austin, and open
sensitive land above an Austin aquifer
to development.
"Under Bush's watch," says Texas
PEER, "Texas has deregulated many
aspects of its environmental policy,
including policies governing waste-

water discharges, pesticides, air pollution and even certain types of nuclear
waste." Industries supporting such legislation, writes state coordinator of
Texas PEER Erin Rogers, "were key
supporters of both Bush gubernatorial
campaigns, collectively giving more
than $4 million in 1994 and 1998, more
than 20 percent of all his campaign
contributions."
We "share a duty: co be ... good
stewards of the land," Bush said in an
October 1999 speech. "And chat means
not only individual responsibility, but
corporate responsibility as well."
Based on his record in Texas, one wonders if this simply means responsibility
to the corporate bottom-line.
For examples of Bush's notion of
public-private partnerships - and
what can only be described as cronyism - see Joe Conason's account of
Bush's business ventures in the
February 2000 issue of Harper's.
"Never before had a municipal authority in Texas been given license to seize
the property of a private citizen for the
benefit of other private citizens,"
Conason writes of a land acquisition
deal involving the Texas Rangers
baseball stadium in Arlingcon. Imagine
this scenario applied to a situation
involving significant acres of undeveloped land.
A.I, GORE - Vice
President Gore
rates a 64 percent
environmental
voting
record from the
League of Conservation Voters.
In the House
and Senate, Gore

Head-first into Tight Fists

e

Canadian federal and provincial
officials have finally acknowledged that air and water in
the Strait of Georgia is growing
increasingly more polluted.
But solving the problem seems
even more overwhelming due
of lack of money and a consensus on how to do handle it.
The head count in the
Georgia Basin region, including
Vancouver and Victoria, is
expected to explode from
2.9 million people to 3.6 million
by 20 I 0. Envjronmentalists are
pressing for more land acquisition to provide habitat for
dwindling species.
Canadian Environment Minister
David Anderson admitted that the
ecosystem is under serious threat
when he spoke recently at a news
conference c:m the first year of the
cooperative Georgia Basin
Ecosystem Initiative. But despite
an anticipated $65.6 billion federalbudget surpius over five years,
Anderson said he couldn't promise
more than the initial $22 million
($15.4 million U.S.) tfie Canadian
government promised in 1998.

Federal Recreation

Fees
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But damnit, the public lands belong co all of us and
ought co be free co use! You are not paying co use the public
lands; you are paying for use of the developed facilities on
public lands. If you do not want to pay, then the next time
you visit che national forests, park more than one-quarter
mile from the trailhead and then do noc use any trails. When
you come to a trail walking through the woods, jump over it.
But the poor cannot afford it! True, but if you bought
chis newspaper, you can. If you were cruly concerned about
the poor, they would be better served if you were talking
progressive taxation, income redistribution, or at lease a trail
scamps program.
Bue we pay taxes and it ought co go co trails on public
lands that are available to everyone! While available to all,
noc all use them. With a specific fee, you know exaccly what
you are paying for, with a general tax, you do not.
As a conservationist, you should be more concerned.
The perverted elegance of the federal timber sale program
is that up to two-thirds of all timber revenues are kicked
back directly co the bureaucrats who put up the sales.
Bureaucrats are rewarded - in terms of bigger budgets,
more staff, nicer offices and newer trucks - for making
stumps. While not as elegant or efficient, the same can be
said for che federal livestock grazing program.
Is it a good idea to move the Forest Service budget from
one addiction to another? As timber revenues decline,
would not the Forest Service seek to supplant chem with
recreation revenues? And not just the paltry trail fee, but to
get bigger cues off bigger campgrounds and ski areas? Quite
likely they will try; they are bureaucrats after all.
As conservationists, we have gotten ourselves in a polit-

3

ical trap, having whined for years about taxpayer-subsidized
logging, grazing and mining and called for the end such
give-aways. Taking such a position rather assumes chat it is
okay co do these things on the public lands if they are not
subsidized and/or that all (ab)users of public lands ought to
pay their way. Are conservationists now going co openly support taxpayer subsidies of human-power recreation, but continue to oppose them for logging, grazing and mining and
off-road vehicles?
As the Forest Service switches from the timber cit to the
amusement mammary, conservationists must now work to
prevent the agency from going for ski areas, water slides,
full-service resorts and hotels. It is a serious problem, but a
manageable one and not nearly the problem that massive
timber sales, grazing permits and mining projects are.
(For another view of user fees, as the first step on the
inevitable slippery slope coward the Disneyification of the
public lands, see www.WildWilderness.org.)
Paying a user fee need not be the beginning of an irrevocable slide down the slippery slope co industrial recreation.
The price of wilderness, like liberty, is eternal vigilance. So
as a recreationist, pay your fee and quit whining! If you are
a conservationist, pay your trail fee and never quit watching
the agency.n
•

Andy Kerr writesfrom Oregons Rogue Valley. The workingtitle
of his nex: book is Oregon's Forest Threatened Wilderness:
101 Explorations to Endangered Places. He can be reached at

andykerr®mi11d.11et.
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worked on Super-fund legislation, and
bills to regulate toxic emissions and
block oil drilling in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. Gore has been an
advocate of energy conservation, and
his 1992 book, "Earth in the Balance,"
drew accencion to global warming and
the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. But some in the conservation community criticize Gore's willingness to push for fuel efficiency
legislation that could result in more
pollution.
In the Clinton administration,
Gore has worked for restoration of the
Florida Everglades, wetlands conservation and public lands protection. As
part of an ongoing effort to curb urban
sprawl, Gore has proposed increased
spending for parks and open space protection, and t0 clean abandoned industrial sites, or brownfields.
Despite this record, LCV criticizes
Gore and the Clinton administration
for not acting decisively enough to
reduce greenhouse gas pollution, and
for compromises they have made in
forest protection. "The Buying of the
President 2000," by the Center for
Public Integrity, details Gore's maneuvers to sell the Elk Hills Naval Oil
Reserve in California to Occidental
Petroleum, in which the Gore family
has a long-standing interest. The environmental assessment required for the
sale was done, says the report, not by
the Department of Energy as would
have been standard practice, but by a
private company on whose board of
directors Gore's campaign chairman,
Tony Coelho, served.

JOHN MCCAIN -

Sen.
John
McCain,
R-AZ,
has
a
mixed
record on environmental issues.
McCain has led
efforts in Arizona
to protect Grand
Canyon National Park, but opposed
the Clinton administration's recent
designation
of a new National
Monument on the north rim of the
Canyon. Of the administration's initiative to prohibit logging in National
Fore st roadless areas, McCain says,
"As President, I would repeal the
executive order President Clinton
issued, and submit the question of
increased protection to the public
scrutiny and comment that should
instruct every significant land management decision." McCain, a member of
the Senate Wilderness and Public
Lands caucus, should know that the
Forest Service has held 200 public
meetings around the country, and
received over 500,000 public comments on the plan.
"Wich respect to management of
BLM, Forest Service and FWS lands
we must remain committed to the
standards of multiple and sustainable
use," says McCain.
"I am committed," he adds, "to a
responsible resource planning and
management system that involves all
stakeholders and assures that we pass
our natural resources on to future generation in even better condition than

we received them."
The Center for Public Integrity
calls McCain "an effective advocate for
telephone carriers, railroads real-estate
developers, and mining companies."
"The Buying of the President 2000"
also outlines McCain's efforts co obtain
preferential terms for the Arizonabased property development
Del
Webb Corporation - a McCain contributor - in a federal land swap deal
on acreage near the Red Rock National
Conservation Area in Nevada.

For future information see:
League of Conservation Voters at:
www.lcv.org
The Center for Public Integrity at:
www.publicintegrlty.org
Texas Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility at:
www.txpeer.org

Feds finally confess:
Bomb factories
hurtworkers
By Paul Koberstein

T

he U.S. government has finally
admitted the gruesome damage
done to worker health at the
nation's bomb-making factories.
But there is still nothing for downwinders, the group of people who were

WHAT?
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silently dosed by radioactivity from the
bomb factories.
This winter in Kentucky, Colorado
and Washington the Department of
Energy presented its former workers
with "news" that their often-bizarre illnesses were linked to the Cold War
effort. Workers turned out in droves.
with ·S.50 packing a Denver auditorium
and 600 turning out at Hanford.
They came to cell their stories, and
co find out if the DOE was indeed serious about compensating chem for their
injuries. The process started last summer when President Clinton suggested
that workers in the bornb-facroncs
deserved workers' compensation just
as any other injured employee. The
DOE is offering workers lump-sum
payments of $100,000, or weekly payments up to $1.400.
The
pronouncement
abruptly
brought to an end a policy of denial in
which the government refused to admit
that health problems had anything
to
do with radiation. As workers cell it,
ma?y have died or suffered needlessly
while the DOE kept its silence.
Consider, for example, the storv of
George Barrie, a journeyman machi~ist
at Rocky Flats in Colorado, where triggers were added to the plutonium
explosives manufactured at Hanford:
"In November of '82, I got contaminated in the 700 complex. The glove
box gasket leaked onto my coveralls.
The sound alarm did not go off and I
was going to the break room and radiation monitors followed my radiacion
path: By then I had already ingested
and inhaled plutonium and americium.
I was told to scrip down co my underwear, _down to the underwe'ar right
there in the hallway, and was given a
body count and submitted fecal and
urine samples two days after the incident. Of course, the incident report
that I received nine months later said
that I only ingested a small amount of
plutonium."
Barrie said he was involved in other accidents. for which there are no
records. In 1987, he started getting
sick. Pain persisted for several years, h~
developed a massive tumor and had co
have bones removed from his foot.
'Tm 44 now and have been diagnosed with chronic atrophic gastritis,
precancerous condition, proctiris which
is also precancerous,
diverticulitis
which is also precancerous,
chronic
arthritis. a brain lesion that the doctors
say is okay, osteoporosis
which I
00
~ thought only females really had trouble
.,: ~ith,
chronic
fibromyalgia,
and
c increased fibro markings in my lungs."
ci
Barrie filed a workers' cornpensa~ tion claim for $2,200. le was denied.
:
Then there is the case of John
c:., Barton, who in 1995 was notified by his
8 Rocky Flats employer that he had
~ received a massive internal dose in 1983
or 1984. "I now have the gift that gives
every day, you know, the alpha (parti~ cles) just keeps giving to my body. How
, can I defend myself azainst that?"
~
The DOE will issue a report on
_& March 31. Justice for these workers,
and many others poisoned by the Cold
War effort, will take longer.

c
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may have been severe enough co cause
the Portland area to violate federal
clean air standards for smog on some
hot summer days over the past few
years. It also acknowledged community
concerns that a voluntary compliance
program was not be, ng followed by the
oil companies. However, in at least one
instance, the DEQ failed to document
violations because records were lose.
For residents of the Albina cornmunicy of orth and l\..orcheast Portland
th_is was ~oc good news. Prevail1ni
winds earned the cm issions form the
barge terminals into their airshcd during the summer months. These residents contend that the area suffers from
disproportionately large amounts of air
pollution in comparison to other pares of
the city. Modeling by Environmental
Protection Agency scientists shows thev
are pro~ably right. The neighborhood
a_lso suffers from excessive water pollution and lead contamination, and has
~ more than its share of contaminated
:- industrial sites known as brownfields.
~ The area is also home to the cit, 's
largest concentration of people of col~r.
~ Many residents believe chat the pattern
of pollution is a violation of federal
l environmental justice regulations and
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The new barge loading
rules,
adopted February 11, require seven
terminals to control 95 percent of their
barge-loading
vapors at their nine
Willamette River docks in
orthwest
Portland.
The terminals
Arco
Chevron,
Mobil, Equilon, Time Oil'.
GATX and Tosco - emit excess vapors
~hen they' load barges carrying gasoline ~o East~rn Oregon. The vapors
contain volatile organic compounds, a
key precursor of ground-level ozone, or
smog.
. "This would never have happened
without the efforts of Cascadia Times co
dig out these documents and report the
facts about air pollution in Portland,"
said Sharon Genasci of the Northwest
District Assoc iation. "But we think the
oil companies should he required to
eli_rninace all of their gas vapors by
using the_ most effective capture equipment available. Why not go all the way
and really protect the neighborhoods?"
DEQ officials said stricter controls
and controls on barge s were too costly
for oil companies to install. The new
rules instead rely on the companies to
cca~e vessel-co-vessel
lightering
on
Clean Air Action days, when smog levels approach federal limits.
Those
transfers, which happen midstream,
occur occasionally when large tankers
can't pull up co the docks.
The costs of the new emissions
controls, which under the new rules
must
be installed
by June 2001,
~mount _co a 1-cenc-per-gallon
price
increase 111 Eastern Oregon, DEQ officials said.
Genasci,
meanwhile,
has sued
Chevron, claiming its emissions violated the federal Clean Air Act. The company, facing as much as $27 million in
penalties under the suit, has denied the
allegations.
•
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When gasoline is loaded onto a barge in Portland. several tons of fumes escape to the air.

Oregon forces oil
industry to stop
poisonous vapors
By Pnu! Kooerstein

C

losing a pollution loophole that
allows large volumes of toxics
into the air over Portland neighborhoods, the Oregon Environmental
Quality Commission
has ordered oil
companies co control gas vapors at their
barge-loading terminals.
.
The action was prompted by an
mvesuganon
by Cascadia Times (" Bad
Air Days," May 1998) in 1998, which
led co a public outcry that would not
have happened if the newspaper had
not
fought
the
Department
of
Environmental
Quality over public
records.
In 1998, several oil companies with
gasoline wholesale distribution terminals on the Northwest Portland waterfront across from Swan Island, were
close co obtaining
their air pollution
permits when Cascadia Times reported
chat they were emitting several tons of
potentially
hazardous air pollutants,
also known as volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), every time
they
loaded gasoline onto barges. All told,
the emissions
amounted co between
900 and 2000 tons per year, as much as
would be_ released by an oil refinery.
The terminals were not using pollution
control equipment of any kind.
But now, the terminals
will be
forced co install the equipment, which
would. be comparable to permanently
removing more than 14,000 vehicles
from Portland highways, according co
the DEQ.
In March 1998, the OEQ refused
to let a reporter for Oascadia Times view

the oil companies' pollution records.
The DEQ said the records were "confidential" because they contained proprietary business secrets. The records
in question had been pulled from the
public files, replaced by red markers.
Oascadia . Times filed an official
protest with the Oregon Department of
Justice. Assistant
Attorney General
Shelley K. Mcintyre responded with a
five-page letter ordering the DEQ to
rele_a~e the records. She said the DEQ's
decision to maintain their secrecy violated state and federal laws, including
the Clean Air Act, as well as the DEQ's
own rules. She also said the state's failure to regulate the pollution
was
"embarrassing."
The records documented that the
DEQ knew about the pollution from
the oil terminals as far back as the
1970s, but had never required the companies co obtain permits. During the
1990s,
as petroleum
shipments
on
harg_es up the Columbia River tripled,
so did the pollution from the terminals.
The pollution includes numerous hazardous air toxics known to cause cancer
including benzene.
'
After the article was published, a
large number of citizens protested co
the
Oregon
Department
of
Environmental
Quality.
Sharon
Genasci, a Portland producer of documentaries,
based her recent prod uction, "What's in the Air?" in part on the
article and the local community's concerns. '!'he documentary won· a gold
medal 111 the Houston International
Film Festival in April 1999.
The DEQ eventually acknowledged these emissions were bv far the
largest single source of all' human
caused voe emissions every year in
the entire Portland airshed (bakeries
are the second worse single source).
The DEQ said the barge emissions
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A rope mop skimmer touches ice in Prudhoe Bay. Beaufort Sea. Alaska. during BP-Amoco's oil spill test drill Oct. 20. 1999. The state
Department of Environmental Conservation said the company failed the test.

of
ter off Alaska in the
ice-covered
Arctic
Ocean. The next appearance of
the sun is still months away, and
outside it is impossibly cold. There's
trouble at the oil platform known as
Northstar, located on an artificial gravel
island 6 miles from shore. A subsea
pipeline between the island and land
has sprung a leak. The oil, heated and
pumped under high pressure, seeps out
into the ice. Come spring, the leak will
be repaired. As for endangered bowhead whale, polar bears, the spectacled
eider and ocher wildlife, they could be
severely oiled.
Northstar hasn't been built yet construction has barely started - and
this is just a hypothetical scenario. Bue
even the Army Corps of Engineers says
a major spill of at least 1,000 barrels has
a 25 percent chance of happening, and
various citizen groups give it a greater
chance yet.
If this or a more serious accident
did occur, there would be questions
about BP-Amoco's record in the oil-rich
Alaskan Arctic: small leaks, accidents,
explosions and criminal prosecutions
for violations of the Oil Pollution Act.
In no time you'd see accusations,
recriminations and lawsuits, not to
mention media comparisons co the
Exxon Valdez.
Northstar, however, is an issue in
need of a larger context. In London
recently, several BP-An1oco investors
and several public interest groups, calling themselves "Sane BP," asked for an
April 13 vote among shareholders to
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A drilling rig at BP-Amoco's Point Mcintyre oil field. North Slope. Alaska
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force an end co plans co drill at
Northstar, elsewhere in the Arctic
Ocean and on the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. Sane BP, which
includes the U.S. Public Interest
Research Group and Greenpeace,
questions the "sanity" of investing in
fossil fuels when clear evidence shows
they cause global warming.
BP, through ics Solarex subsidiary,
is also an investor in solar energy. A
study chaired by a BP So\arex technical
expert, and a recent KP.MG market
analysis commissioned by Greenpeace,
both conclude that building a largescale solar photovoltaics factory could
reduce the cost of solar power by 75
percent or more. This would make
solar power cost-competitive
for
domestic consumers who now receive
electricity produced by burning fossil
fuels. But BP's investments fall far
short of the mark. Last year, Solarex
claimed revenues of just $179 million,
and its worldwide projects generated
just 40 megawatts of solar power. That
would barely light up Vancouver,
Washington.
Clearly, a dollar spent on Northstar
is a dollar not spent on alternative energy. The industry, however, has shown
no sign of being ready to make the
transition from fossil fuels to alternatives. It is even pressing Congress for
subsidies co underwrite oil production,
while solar projects starve for funding.
"There is one place where British

Top 1 D ProducingU.S. Oil Fields
Using 1997 Production Statistics and Start Up Production Estimates

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prudhoe Bay, North Slope, Alaska
Kuparuk, North Slope, Alaska
Midway-Sunset {California)
Point Mcintyre, North Slope, Alaska
Kern River {California)
Be/ridge South {California)
7. Mississippi Canyon Block 807 (Gulf of Mexico)
8. Garden Banks Block 426 (Gulf of Mexico)
[Alpine, North Slope, Alaska] (2000 start up)
9. Spraberry Trend {Texas)
[Northstar, Beaufort Sea, Alaska] (2003 start up)
10. Endicott, Beaufort Sea, Alaska

690,000 b/d
263,000
170.000
162,000
134.000
113,000
88.000
77000
[75,000]
60.000
[60,000]
59,000

Production figures are in barrels per day. Source: Oil and Gas Journal, January 26, 1998

Petroleum and Greenpeace agree,"
says Melanie
Duchin
with the
Greenpeace Climate Campaign in
Anchorage. "Fossil fuels will have to be
phased out. Where we disagree is
when. What BP wants co do is postpone
that phaseout of oil until after they
have drilled the you-know-what out of
the Arctic Ocean."
Today we are consuming four gallons of oil for every gallon that's discovered. Some geologists within the oil

industry believe we will hit a peak in
oil production sometime before 2010.
At current production rates, known
global reserves will lase until 2043, not
counting oil shale and tar deposits that
are abundant but expensive, and environmentally damaging to dig out and
refine. If somebody finds huge new
reservoirs. you might be able to add 10
years to the supply. On the other hand,
if global oil demand continues to climb
(it rose 2.4 percent last year), you can

subtract a few years.
Sadly, the early effects of global
warming are already apparent in the
Arctic. The ice cap is thinning, creating
potentially significant changes in habitat that harm wildlife. Moreover, perhaps by mid-century, some of the more
serious effects of global warming will
be
kicking
in,
according
to
Greenpeace's arithmetic. If so, you
wouldn't need an Einstein co figure out
that we are on pace co destroy special
places like the Arctic and the whole
planet, too, just for our oil fix (about 97
percent of which is used for transportation). Finding an alternative to gasoline-and soon- may be the biggest
challenge of the 21st Century.
Says Seth Dunn of World\.Vatch,
publisher of the yearly State of the
World books, "The world, and especially the U.S., is pushing into more
environmentally sensitive areas to get
co a resource that is now- according to
market-cheaper than it was before the
Arab oil embargo but that carries an
increasingly steep price tag in the form
of import dependency, air pollution,
coastal oil spills, drilling-related disruptions and climate change. So the important question is not how Jong the
world's remaining oil deposits will last,
but rather how long people will continue to tolerate oil's Faustian bargain of
environmental problems."

------------------------1heEnd
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he Beaufort Sea is an arm of
the Arctic Ocean located
between
Point
Barrow,
Alaska, and the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago. The sea was named
for British naval officer Sir Francis
Beaufort, who supported explorations in
the area during the 1800s. About 10,000
people live along the coast of the
Beaufort Sea in the U.S. and Canada;
almost all are Inuit. In the 1970s, oil
companies
discovered
significant
deposits of oil and gas in the sea -, If BP
has its way, the oil soon will find its way
into your gas tank.
Northstar would become the ninth
largest field in the U.S., in daily production, and the first freestanding offshore drilling island in the Arctic. It is
being built in an area of the Beaufort
Sea that is either frozen solid or in
"broken ice" condition for ten months
of the year. BP-Amoco has begun
building ice roads across the frozen sea
to the island. Construction of other
facilities may follow, unless one of several lawsuits in state and federal court
manages to block it.
The greatest concern is with the
subsea pipeline. Should it break,
wildlife living among barrier islands off
Prudhoe Bay and in open waters would
be at risk, says Peter Van Tuyn of
Trustees for Alaska, a public interest
law firm involved in the litigation. "If a
spill happened in the worst weather,
they won't even send people out. They
will have no ability to clean up a large
spill in that area."
The state of Alaska has both promoted and criticized the project. In
1996, Gov. Tony Knowles reduced BP's
royalties as an incentive to push the
project forward. But last fall, the Alaska
Department
of
Environmental
Conservation found that BP was "not
prepared co effectively respond to an
oil spill in broken ice conditions, if one
were to occur." BP could not so much
as mobilize a tug, skimmers and oil
spill response equipment, said Susan
Harvey of DEC. Her report echoes the
lack of preparation seen in Prince
William Sound 11 years ago.
But the state of Alaska is not about
to get in BP's way. Van Tuyn says

Alaska PIRG activists protest the proposed BP-Amoco and ARCO merger in front of the Alaska State Legislature building in Anchorage.
The public was excluded from the hearing during a presentation by the Alaska Attorney General.

Knowles considers himself a "full-on
partner with the industry. He is opening every door the industry wants,
regardless of social or economic costs."
"He sure is no environmentalist."
Knowles is taking BP's side in its
dispute with the Federal Trade
Commission over the proposed merger
with ARCO. The FTC says the merger
violates antitrust
laws. A former
Oklahoma oilman, Knowles enthusiastically supports drilling in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, a fragile
landscape
that's critical to the
Porcupine caribou herd.
Congress banned drilling in the
refuge in 1980, but that law could be
changed. Nevertheless, offshore waters
owned by the state may be fair game.
Alaska plans to lease drilling rights in
those waters later this year, even
though the risks to the environment
may be far greater than at Northstar.
Further litigation is likely.

Gov. Tony Knowles
cons1·ders h•lfflSelfa
"full-onpartner WI.th
the industry. He is
open·1nu every door
the i·ndustrywants,
regardless Of SOCiftl
or econom1·c cost. He
sure i·s no envi·ronmentalist."
-Peter Van Toyn,
TPUSIBBS for Alaska
An offshore platform known as
Liberty is in the planning stages, and a
draft environmental impact Statement is
due in Summer 2000. Located 20 miles
from Prudhoe Bay, it would produce
120 million barrels coral. Several others,
including Kuvlum,· Hammerhead and
Sandpiper, are also possible. The
Minerals Management Service, an
agency of the Interior Department, is
prepared to sell more leases in
"' nearshore waters along the entire
f Beaufort Sea, possibly also including
< some sites off the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge, despite strong concern
t:. of threats to caribou, polar bears, bow1;; head whales and other marine and land
5 species.

i

tf
This oil boom broke during an oil spill test drill in Prudhoe Bay September 30. 1999. The drill
by BP-Amoco failed despite ideal weather conditions.

en explosion ripped through a
building at Prudhoe Bay in
October 1998, causing a
small spill and a fire. The pad
had been producing l to 2 percent of
Prudhoe Bay's output until a gas leak
ignited. A gas leak at another pad in
November 1998 shut operations down.
In June 1999, 40 barrels spilled at a drill
site.
"They average about a spill a day up
there," says Pamela A. Miller, an environmental consultant from Anchorage.
"There were hundreds of spills last year.
Many were less than a gallon, and many
on the gravel pads, all of which evenrually must be cleaned up."
Sometimes the spills are no accident. On September 27, 1999, BP
Exploration Inc. 's Alaska branch pleaded guilty to the illegal disposal of hazardous waste on Alaska's North Slope,
and agreed to pay $22 million in civil
and criminal penalties. The plea agreement settled charges that the company's contractor, Doyon Drilling, illegally dumped waste oil, paint thinner and
other toxic solvents into oil shafts on
Alaska's Endicott Island in the
Beaufort Sea, home to threatened
birds and marine mammals. From 1993
co 1995, hundreds of SS-gallon barrels
of hazardous substances were poured'
down the shafts on the artificial island.
The dumping was brought to light
by a whistleblower, who wrote in his
diary in 1995: "They send us to environmental & rig safety schools (all for
show). They tell us to report non-compliance. We have covered up so many
spills and broken so many environrnenta! laws, I'm just sick."
The U.S. Justice Department,
which prosecuted the case, says BP
Exploration Alaska failed to report the
illegal dumping as soon as required by
CONTINUED
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"One indisputable fact
stands out. Discovery
peaked 30 years ago. It
takes no feat of intellect
to concludethat we now
face the corresponding
peak of production."

Pipelines, Pads, Roads, and Gravel Mines ( 1968)
Pipelines, Pads, Roads, and Gravel Mines ( 1977)

In a speech last year to the British
House of Commons, Campbell underscored the point: "One indisputable
fact stands out. Discovery peaked 30
years ago. le takes no feat of intellect to
conclude that we now face the corresponding peak of production."
Soon, production will "start its
inevitable long term decline at about 3
percent a year," he said. "Increasing
shortages will develop, and agriculture
and transport will be seriously affected.
The global market will come t0 an end
because of high transport costs."
In other words, we have less time
than we think co start making a transition from oil to something else.
What does the oil industry say t0
this? Most companies, like BP-Amoco,
say we should be drilling like crazy. BP
claims it would be "irresponsible" not
to drill holes all over the Arctic, or
wherever else they might find oil-bearing rock.
"Some say that new fossil fuel
exploration is incompatible with sustainability," BP says on its Web site
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-coon J. Campbell, Geologist
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law. lllegal dumping saved Doyon and
BP millions of dollars in disposal costs.
In April 1998, Doyon Drilling pleaded guilcy to 15 counts of violating the Oil
Pollution Act. Doyon agreed to pay a $1
million fine and spend $2 million to
develop an environmental compliance
program and environmental training program for employees. Three Doyon
employees were convicted in 1998, and
one was sentenced to a year in jail.
"This has been one of largest and
most complex criminal investigations
ever conducted in Alaska," said Robert
Bundy, U.S. attorney for the District of
Alaska. "Corporations that benefit, from
Alaska's resources must also be good
stewards of Alaska's environment."

O

n 1977, Jimmy Carter was
president, Star Wars was a
hit movie, the BeeGees were
inexplicably popular and the
first barrel of oil was removed from
Alaska's Prudhoe Bay. Oil production at
Prudhoe and other locales on Alaska's
North Slope shot upward in the 1980s,
cresting in 1988 at about 2 million barrels a day. The next year the Exxon
Valdez spilled its 11.2 mil lion gallons,
and a permanent downward trend
began. This year Alaska will be lucky
to kick out l million barrels a day. It has
taken less than a quarter century to
drain two-thirds of che richest oilfield
on the continent.
The story of oil in North America
began in 1859 when a wildcatter named

Drake dug a hole in Pennsylvania.
Major discoveries followed in Texas,
the Gulf of Mexico and California. The
best years for discovering oil were the
1930s. Production in the Lower 48
peaked in 1970, despite ample technology, money and incentive. Production
in 1998 was lowest since 1950 and 1999
was lower yet.
Chevron discovered the vast oilfields in the Middle East in 1932.
Today, thanks to the oil flowing from
those fields, global annual oil production is at an all-time high. But even the
Middle East fields will run out one day.
The peak will come around 2008,
according tO one expert, British geologist Colin J. Campbell. Writing in
Scientific American in 1998, Campbell

predicted flatly, "Within the next
decade, the supply of conventional oil
will be unable to keep up with
demand."
To be sure, the oil industry disagrees with him on this. But Campbell
accuses the industry of making three
fatal errors chat inflate the true supply
of oil. The industry, he says, makes
false estimates of reserves, pretends
that production will remain constant,
and assumes that the "lase bucket of oil
can be pumped from the ground just as
quickly as the barrels of oil gushing
today, In fact, the rate at which any
well - or any country- can produce
oil always rises to a maximum and then,
when about half the oil is gone, begins
falling gradually back to zero."

(www.bp.com). "Some argue that an
immediate shift to renewable energy
and fuels with less carbon intensity-or
fewer hydrocarbon fuels-are essential
tO address key environmental concerns
such as global climate change. But, sustainability is about social systems as well
as environmental systems. In our view,
immediately banning new hydrocarbon
developments would not only reduce
the supply of energy available for world
social and economic development, but
also heighten tensions between the
developing and developed world.
"Even at its most rapid, a transition
tO alternative energy will be lengthy
and expensive. Trillions of dollars in
new capital investment will be needed
to convert power generation, manufacturing and transportation systems tO
alternative fuels. To abandon exploration for fossil fuels during this transition is not a sustainable option. In our
view, it would also be irresponsible to
ignore continued development of conventional hydrocarbon fuels given the
cost and stage of development of
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renewable energy sources. New oil
and gas development will be needed
to replace decreasing production elsewhere and to meet growth in demand.
At the same time, we are working to
improve the efficiency and reduce the
costs of solar energy."
Edward D. Porter of the American
Petroleum Institute argues chat we are
not running out of oil. Proven oil
reserves worldwide, he says, are at an
all-time high. In the past, predictions
of the industry's demise have all been
wrong. He believes that if only the
federal government would let wildcatters go where they are now bannedlike the Arctic refuge and coastal
California, Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia-we could avoid oil
shortages. "In the United States, federal constraints on land use have
placed many of the most promising
domestic exploration targets off limits,
and even rendered significant numbers of existing offshore leases undevelopable."
You can sure that the oil industry
is spinning this line to Congress. It
spends tens of millions of dollars on
lobbying and campaign contributions.
That is why precarious projects like
Northstar get built, why the industry
can continue planning to drill in places
like the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, and why a midair collision
with global warming looks inevitable.

But the "constraints" the industry
complains about are an illusion. Oil
companies are looking very hard for
new big oil fields. They aren't finding
chem. Over the lase 10 years, the top
10 companies spent $260 billion on
exploration, according to an industry
report. For this money they were able
to increase production by less than 1
percent-a poor return on any investment. Tens of thousands of workers
have lost their jobs. Companies are
merging: Exxon joined Mobil in 1999,
and BP wed Amoco in 1998. Now BPAmoco wants to buy ARCO.
Having depleted so much of the
oil already, the industry now wants
more than access to pristine lands. le is
also asking for sympathy-and some
corporate welfare disguised as new tax
credits and loan guarantees. "We need
the understanding of the Congress
and the Administration of the value
we provide to the nation," Steve Lash,
CEO of Equilon Inc., told a Senate
hearing in 1999. "We need the nation
to recognize that its health is tied to
ours. Energy is the lifeblood of our
economy. Oil is the pivotal fuel.
Domestic oil production safeguards
our national security. It is a resource
that must be preserved."
But Melanie Duchin of Greenpeace says the transition to new energy sources must begin now. "We want
to change BP into British Solar. That's
what their rhetoric says they are." •
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merica's love-affair
with the car is well
documented,
as
are the problems caused
by the ever growing number of gas-guzzling vehicles
clogging the nation's roads.
Global warming, greenhouse gasses,
urban-suburban sprawl, dissolution of
neighborhood and community, obesity,
ecologically sensitive areas destroyed
by the quest for and transport of fossil
fuels - all have been blamed on our
over-dependence on the automobile.
Try as we may ro wean ourselves
from the car habit - and while those
who live in densely populated cities
(like those on the East Coast) lead efficient lives without the car - for most
of the American West, the car is likely
to remain a necessary feature of daily
life. So why, if we can send humans to
the moon and score encyclopedias'
worth of information on something the
size of a donut, are 't we driving fuel-

· WWW.SALMONINFO.ORG
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Questions about Salmon
Recovery?
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By Elizabeth Grossman
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efficient cars that don't pollute?
By all accounts coming from the
major car manufacturers in the wake of
this year's Detroit auto show, a practical, affordable - if interim - solution,
in the form of the gas-electric hybrid,
is about co hit the streets. Honda,
Toyota, Ford and GM have all
announced their version of the gaseleccric hybrid, a car chat runs on a
motor that is part gasoline-fueled
internal combustion engine, and part
electric, and will get at least 60 miles
per gallon. Unlike the all-electric car
that depends on a battery that must be
plugged in co be recharged, the gas
powers the electric generator which
provides additional power during both
driving and accelerating. When braking, the motor works as a generator to
recharge the batteries. According to
Toyota, which put such an engine in its
Prius sedan, "The batteries never
need to be recharged from an· external
source." They explain further chat

"During deceleration or
braking...
the gasoline
engine also shuts down,
creating zero exhaust
emissions and using no
fuel."
"Don't
confuse
hybrid-electric vehicles with
battery-electric vehicles," cautions the Hypercar Center associated
with the Rocky Mountain Institute,
which has done pioneering research on
ultra-light,
thermodynamically-efficient, aerodynamically designed fuelcell vehicles. "Hybrids generate their
own electricity onboard, so they don't
have to haul around hundreds of extra
pounds of storage batteries, nor do
they suffer from the short driving
ranges and long recharging times of
battery cars."
Honda has just launched its
hybrid, the Insight, but neither Ford
nor GM, despite confident predictions
for the potential of the hybrid, have
yet set market daces for their vehicles.
Ford's Prodigy, like GM's Precept and
the busses and trucks GM has in
development, run on hybrid dieselelectric engines, while the Honda
and Toyota hybrids use regular
automobilegrade gas. The
Ford hybrid sedan
is projected to get
80 miles per gallon, but is still
Honda Insight
described as just a
"concept
ca~"
Daimler-Chrysler, Volkswagen, Subaru
and ochers say they have such vehicles
in the planning stage, but have not yet
committed to specifics.
In January,
Ford Chairman
William Clay Ford Jr. predicted that
hybrid vehicles would make up 20 percent of auto sales by 2010, but added
that the gasoline-electric hybrids and
traditional vehicles will eventually be
replaced by clean-burning fuel cell
engines. "It's going to be a winning situation all the way around - consumers will gee an efficient power
source, communities will get zero
emissions, and auto makers will get
another major business opportunity a growth opportunity," said Ford, as
quoted by Reuters.
The Ford, GM and DaimlerChrysler hybrids are part of a partnership with the Department of Energy to
develop a fuel-efficient vehicle, a program which has been promoted by

------------------------The
Vice President Al Gore. The Hybrid
Electric Vehicles Program, as it's called,
part of the Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles, is managed by
the DOE's Office of Transportation
Technologies with technical support
from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory. The program is working
with GM, Ford and Chrysler on a costsharing basis, thereby subsidizing the
initial development of these companies' hybrids.
Although one of the partnership's
major goals is a tripling of automobile
fuel economy, the U.S. Public Interest
Group and others in the conservation
community have criticized the program
for its use of diesel, which they contend will never achieve optimum goals
of emission reductions. "Clean diesel is
an oxymoron," says Susan Romeo,
Director of Marketing for CalStart, a
California-based non-profit working to
advance alternative transportation
technologies.
Honda's non-diesel, gas-electric
Insight, however, has won an endorsement from the Sierra Club which, in
January, awarded the automaker its
Excellence
in
Environmental
Engineering Award, breaking a 108year tradition of not endorsing commercial products.
Toyota's Prius has been on sale in
Japan since 1997, and more than 30,000
have been sold to date. The Prius
should be available in the U.S. nationwide this summer, says Sam Butte,
Toyota's Product News administrator.
Their first year American sales goal for
the Prius, says Butto, is 12,000. He
expects sales to stare in larger metropolitan areas on both the East and West
coast, with California - partly due to its
aggressive emissions regulations - getting a healthy allocation of the vehicles.
The Japanese version of the Prius
was designed with city driving in mind,
explains Bucco. "It really shines in city
driving. The best mileage is city," he
says. For a number of reasons, including the U.S. demand for cars capable of
extensive highway driving, the specifications on the U.S. model will differ
somewhat from the Japanese.
I had a chance to see both the Prius
and the Insight at the Portland Auto
Show. Despite press reports, the dealers at the show didn't seem particularly
energetic about the vehicles, most likely because they didn't expect many
sales any time soon. A Honda dealer in
Beaverton, Ore., told me he'd sold his
first Insight right away, and that the
next one coming in also was already
sold. He was expecting perhaps 13 or
14 this year, and said of Honda, "I
don't think they're trying to sell a
lot." The Los Angeles Times reported that Honda expects to sell
about 4,000 this year, mostly in
California. Both the Insight and
Prius are described as "reasonably priced," with a price-tag of
about $20,000.
When queried about
the availability
of the
hybrids,
Honda
and
Toyota
dealers
m

American motorist. But based on a
glance at the Toyota Prius, it seems
possible co design an energy-efficient
car that doesn't look like it came off the
set of Star Wars, one that your mother
would be happy to drive.
The gas-electric
hybrids
are
thought co be just a step along the path
of conversion from the traditional internal gas-burning combustion engine, to
the hydrogen fuel cell. The Rocky
Mountain Institute describes gas-electric hybrids as "halfway to Hypercars."
In addition to the gas-electric hybrids,
there are experimental alternative fuel
and electric vehicles of other kinds in
various stages of testing, as well as a
number of alternative fuel vehicles
already on the road.
The alternative fuel and electric
vehicles now in use are mostly in fleets
- buses and other government agency
vehicles, explains CalStart's Romeo.
The initial individual consumer marketing of electric cars "didn't go over
real well, says Toyota's Bucco, though
Toyota's RAV4-EV has sold well as a
fleet vehicle. Only since 1998, says
Romeo, has there been any "major
push" to get alternative fuel vehicles
on the road, and the technologies keep
changing.
Romeo describes the spectrum of
motor vehicle emissions as beginning
with electric at the zero end of the
scale, moving up through natural gas,
conventional gasoline, with diesel at
the high end. Progress into alternative
fuel vehicles has been like taking "a
few steps forward and a few steps
back," she says, referring to the Big
Three automakers' move into dieselelecrric, and the consumer skepticism
with which the all-electric vehicles
have been met. The Rocky Mountain
Institute has also been critical of how
tional cars in that instead of completely
exposed wheels and tires, the shell of the car industry has moved into
hybrids, calling it "backing into
the car extended to mid hub-cap.
H ypercars."
The Prius is a normal looking
"The future for environmental cars
sedan that seats five, with the usual
amount of passenger car trunk capacity. really is the fuel-cell," says Sam Butte,
The model at· the Portland Auto Show adding that part of the key to achieving
was a modest silver, with no fancy trim chat goal is "more technology sharing."
or noticeable design features that Toyota is now working on a zero-emission fuel cell electric vehicle, as are
would distinguish it from a conventional car. That particular car was a
right-hand drive, perfect
for streets in Britain
but not for the
average

Washington, Oregon and California
generally responded by saying to call
back in a few months or this summer.
Most simply said they didn't know
when the cars would be available.
Stephen Ellis, a Honda manager of
alcernative fuel vehicles, says the
Insight will be sold "in a very mainstream manner, like all ocher Hondas."
This, he points out, is "very significant,
because all previous alternative fuel
vehicles were very narrowly or regionally marketed."
The Insight is a low-profile, sleek,
slightly futuristic, sporty-looking twoseater with limited hatchback storage
room in back, but no trunk. The model
at the Portland show was fire-engine
red with black trim: adding to the
sportscar look. It differed from conven-

So why, ii we can
send humansto the
moon and store
encyclopedias'
worthol information
on somethingthe
size of a donut,
aren't we driving
fuel-efficient cars
that don'tpollute?

End of theOit
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GM and others, which like the hybrid,
uses its braking system as a generator
to recharge the car's batteries.
But don't expect to see dealers
showroom full of these hybrids just yet.
These cars are not being rolled out to
flood the market like the latest in computer gadgets. Dealers and marketers
agree that these cars are something
entirely new, so new in fact that
CatStart's Romeo calls it "a paradigm
shift."
It seems odd that in America, a
country so willing to accept new technologies that the economy has boomed
on the promise of internet companies
(many of which have yet to turn a profit), that the car industry would be so
cautious. Who wouldn't prefer a vehicle that got 60-80 miles per gallon to
one that got 15-20, especially at a competitive price? Wouldn't we all be better off burning less fossil fuel?
By some reckonings, with the low
price Americans pay for gas, the annual
savings gained with fuel efficiency
may not be enough to motivate the
average consumer. Ford, according co
the Economist, estimates that tripling
the fuel efficiency for the average
American car would save 371 gallons a
year per vehicle. Based on the price at
my local pump this week, ($1.38) that's
a yearly savings of over $510, which
means had I such a fuel-efficient vehicle, I would have saved over $2,000
since I purchased my car four years ago.
What may be harder co sell
Americans than cost-savings, is what
conserving fuel would mean for the
global environment. Multiply that 371
gallons by the number of cars in the
local supermarket parking lot, and then
imagine chose fuel savings replicated
all over the country.
•

For more information see:
www.ott.doe.gov/oaat.hev.html
for the Dept. of Energy's Hybrid
Electric Vehicles Progam
www.rrni.org
for the Rocky Mountain Institute
www.calstart.org for CatStart

Toyota Prius
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Snow Resort Growth Threatens Wild Lands
By Robin Klein

F

rom a sidewalk in the heart of commercial Whistler Villagea nice young
gondola operator takes your snowboard, and escorts you to your seat in the
bubble enclosure that smoothly whisks visitors to the heights of Blackcomb or Whistler
mountain. Add endless brightly lit walkways and faux Swiss-alpine arcsitecture to
an ambiance reminiscent of a Disneyland
suburban strip mall complex, and one
could easilyforget just how deep and remote
is the wilderness that surrounds.

Cascadia harbors much of the
wildest terrain in North America.
Breathtaking landscapes attract philesof-the-wild to the furthest reaches of
the Northwest, its prized peaks and
forests. Soaring alpine mountain tops
and high snowfall (the two highest ever
recorded, anywhere,
were in the
Cascades last year on Baker and
Rainier) make for some of the best
downhill skiing and snowboarding on
the continent. Many who partake of
the range's offerings (and we know you
do) also want to ensure it is unharmed
so they can continue to taste the edge
so near. Of course, every human presence impacts wild lands. Bue, some
argue, low-disturbance
activities can
foster awareness and appreciation that
yields benefits too, including protection, so long as there are voices.
"Ski industry stewardship has
grown along with environmental awareness," acknowledges Robert Lonsdorf
of Headwaters in southern
Oregon.
Established
resorts now frequently
work cooperatively with
environmentalists.
Repeatedly,
though, damage
occurs when
there is a

PHOTO BY PAUL MORRISON, WMISTLERIBLACKCOHe

A snowboard competition at the popular Whistler/Blackcomb resort in British Columbia.

lack of public pressure, or more dramatically when the public is shut out of
the decision-making processes.
Today's greatest clashes, marked
by the exclusion of public oversight,
are over new projects that threaten two
of Cascadia's treasures, proposed alpine
resorts in some of the continent's most
ecologically sensitive areas: British
Columbia's
Melvin
Creek,
and
Oregon's Pelican Butte. Each would
develop pristine roadless areas, on public land, in critical habitat belonging co
struggling endangered species. One
proposal challenges the integrity of the
Clinton forest plan in the largest bald
eagle nesting ground in the lower 48,
the ocher could jeopardize
international
efforts to usher the
grizzly bear back
into Washington
State. Both proposals
have gained tremendous
momentum and are now pending decisions as to their fate. (See: A
Tale of Two Ski Resorts, page 16).
Such new projects take years to
manifest or tO die - there hasn't been
a resort built in the Cascades since
Whistler 20 years ago, despite countless
proposals. Other expansions at Cascade
resorts, even relatively minor ones,
meet resistance. Punching out roads
and lifts in untouched forest incites
more outcry than poor environmental
practices at existing establishments.
Importantly still, how well a site is
maintained by operating resorts influ-

ences the area's ecosystem profoundly,
so be aware as you rush co the mountains to slide the slopes. Consider which
resorts are looking after their environment, and which can do much better.

S

ome resorts have been built in
more sensitive areas than others
and so have the potential co be
more damaging. Some, like Oregon's
Mt. Hood Meadows situated on wetlands in a riparian zone, would likely
never be built today. Water contamination and new construction always tax
the local environment, but when the
resort is sited, like Meadows, in wetlands, the impacts on the ecosystem are
amplified. Kate McCarthy, who lives in
the Hood River Valley on the northern
flanks of Mt. Hood, has been hiking,
skiing and documenting the vegetation
and terrain in the area around Meadows
for more than thirty years. The changes
she has seen, as a result of the ski resort,
have been dramatic.
She promoted the original ski
development, which called for a single
lift in 1965, and then again supported
subsequent expansions into the late
1970's. But after that she saw the
mountain had had enough, and has
since become an outspoken critic of
new development - she is currently
suing for Clean Water Act and other
violations. Chair of Friends of Mt,
Hood, McCarthy condemns Meadows
for blasting and contouring whole
swaths of mountainside,
carelessly
using salt that harms plant-life, failing

to cleanup litter, filling wetlands, and
jeopardizing lower meadows and wetlands by ruining water systems above.
"To build a building or to fill on top
of a wetland is inexcusable," she says.
"You've got to have some changes
to have a ski area, but they shouldn't
keep expanding. They just keep
sweeping problems under the rug,"
says McCarthy who admits Meadows is
a great place to ski. She says the growth
has been coo fast though for the mountain to heal - 6 acres and lifts in the
last five years. Excessive sedimentation from previous development and a
lack of settling ponds, for example,
ought to be taken care of first. A 1978
Environmental Impact Statement cautioned against growth.
"We should limit, not attract, large
numbers of people to the area during
the critical spring and summer reproductive seasons," urged the statement.
But new facility plans now allow for a
summer season, with a new restaurant
and other developments, including 5
acres of parking and 115 acres of runs.
There's no question that ski resorts
are harsh on the environment. The
International
Center for Alpine
Environments identified downhill skiing as the most damaging activity in the
Alps. Ski developments can arguably
be even more devastating than logging.
"Making a ski run involves (soil) disturbance that is orders of magnitude
greater than most timber harvest practices," according to the U.S. Forest
Service in a 1992 Sacramento Bee report.

Wendell Wood of Oregon Natural
Resource Council agrees, pointing out
that ski resorts have ongoing impacts
that do not allow for re-growth.
But, as Kate McCarthy believes,
not all mountains
arc ecologically
equal. For example, Oregon's Mount
Hood is a glaciated peak, with 1 l glacien, loaded with water and wildlife.
while Mount Bachelor is a cinder cone
id jacent to the largest protected area in
·11c state, the Three Sisters Wilderness
Area. Resorts, I ike mountains, are not
equal in their impacts.
Some resorts like Timberline on
\[ount Hood cause less worry. Having
undergone little expansion in 60 years,
they have somewhat stabilized their
burden on the mountain. Rather than
build a new parking lot, while permitted, chat would require costly sub-surface filters in the drainage system to
remove
petroleum-based
contaminants,
Timberline
has opted to promote shuttle service
instead.
Ocher
developments
there
are stymied as well.
New roads "probably would not go
through," according
co
Timberline
spokesperson John
Tullis, because vegetation and wildlife
studies would have
to be completed
fi rsc.
And a proposed new gondola
to
boost
vrsitors
from
Government
Camp on Highway
26 up co Timberline
was recently stalled.
Others such as
the
mega-resort
Wh istler/Blackcorn b
have come a long
way in developing
their environmenca I
program
from
grossly clearcutting
and eroding the mountain back in the
1970's, to re-vegetation and increasing
the proportionate number of glade runs
111,n
require
fewer rree removal.
Intra West, owner of the resort, now
spends $300,000 a year for habitat
enhancement
and watershed restoration, maintaining a three person staff
and manager, and cakes the task seriously. Aggressive re-vegetation appears
co be working at least as far as black
bears arc concerned; their numbers on
resort land have been steadily on the
upswing.
Erosion remains Whistler's
biggest problem though, according co
Arthur De Jung, environmental
manager at Whistler/Blackcomb,
and causes
sedimentation
of 8 creeks that are
important fish habitats. Still, the resort
is growing with plans for new runs and
a new parking area.
De Jung is surprisingly forthcoming about Whistler's problems, and anxious co show off their successful
restoration projects. This year he is
instituting a new program where ecotourists are invited to take a tour to

view wildlife and vegetation flourishing in restored areas.
"Leading conservation means more
than meeting regulatory requirements ...
emphasis is placed on key resource values .of local environmental groups. To
lead conservation
is to become the
expert in understanding, sustaining, and
enhancing the flora and fauna of your ski
area." Says De Jung, "Ski resorts have
tremendous
opposition to becoming
educated on the environment."
While De Jung assures no more
roads
will
be
built
at
the
Whistler/Black-comb
resort, proponents of a proposal to expand the small
Mount Ashland Resort in southern
Oregon by 70 acres have created uproar
among environmentalists
concerned
about cutting into pristine land.
"No roadless areas should be
developed," says ONRC's Wood. "We
do not cake the position that all ski
development is inappropriate,
but
we
should not be looking
co our roadless areas,
and highest peaks in
the Cascades."
Mount
Bachelor
too takes pride in its
environmental
stewardship. ~lost of the
new roads constructed
recently were blasted
out of the rock, not
cut out of the forest.
Still, additional
runs
were
added
about
three years ago. The
resort tries to compensate by enriching
the mountain's porous
soils
with
mine
byproducts,
which
requires careful management
to ensure
-Kate McCarthv, against nutrient
overfriends of load, and engages in
Mount Hood annual re-vegetation
programs in conjunction with the Forest
Service.
Crystal
Mountain
Resort
in
Washington has undergone more than
$8 million in renovations since 1997. A
draft Environmental
Impact Statement
raises issues about impacts of further
expansion in riparian areas, disturbance
to fish habitat and effects of I ighring on
nocturnal species.
early all the resorts consulted in
this article have plans for expansion. A
number of environmental
reviews,
even lawsuits are underway. Bue questions arise ultimately about the need
and rationale for new development
when the ski industry itself complains
of a stagnant market. And then there
are those treasured places that can only
be saved by limiting
development
~
capacities, despite demand.
0
"It is not a free enterprise issue, ~
when you want to use public lands to §
clear-cue ski slopes," says Wood. "The :;;
ski industry is not a growth industry §
without subsidies of public land."
•

"You've got to have
some changes to
have a ski area,
but they shouldn't
keep expanding.
They just keep
sweeping
problems
under
the rug."

1

Research by Nicole Vanoni contributed to
this report. '

Before and After, Top photo shows the undisturbed landscape before the Cascade Express
ski lift was built at Mount Hood Meadows resort. Bottom photo shows how it looked after
construction began.

Specialc&J------------------A Tale ol Two Ski
Resorts in Cascadia
By Robin Klein
ne would be at the top, one at the bottom of Cascadia; one in Canada,
one in the U.S. Grizzly bears need one site, bald eagles need the other
site. Both resorts await decisions whether to be built or not. Both decisions have been heavily criticized for lacking sufficient public oversight, and
both are landmark. Each will impact the fate of local endangered species, and
the future of new developments in such roadless areas. Each site is considered
to be highly sensitive ecologically, while each plans' main critics remain unopposed, in principle, to ski resorts.

O

Melvin Creek Proposal
BritishColumbia

Many claim Melvin Creek would
be more devastating co local ecology
than even the massive Whistler/
Blackcomb resort north of Vancouver
A huge $500 million resort propos- because it would be built in a roadless
al, pushed by Canadian ski champion
high-mountain pass at around 4000
Nancy Greene Raine, calls for build- feet, whereas Whistler was constructing a year-round ski complex to ed on a dump at 2000 feet in a logged
accommodate 11,000 to 29,000 visitors
area that already had roads and power.
a day on the dry east side of the Coast "Impacts from Melvin Creek would be
Range in the Cayoosh Mountains,
much higher (than Whistler) because
about 100 miles north of Whistler in it would require more extreme access
Melvin Creek. Raine has been a critic into high country," says Will Koop of
of legislation to protect endangered
the Society Promoting Environmental
species because it could jeopardize her Conserva-tion,
who
claims
the
project.
Ministry has changed its position on
"Why do we need to introduce
developing the area from opposition to
federal legislation that can threaten
support.
BC's economy?" wrote Raine in a 1997
Melvin Creek has been repeatedletter to the Vancouver Sun.
ly rejected by the B.C. government as
The area, situated in an intact riv- a candidate for ski resort developer valley, supports a robust mountain ment, because of its high wildlife valgoat herd and wolves, in
ue. But the Ministry was
addition to a thriving,
attacked last year by
small but important grizenvironmentalists
for
zly bear population estiexcluding grizzly recovmated at 10 to 20.
ery programs in its formal
Healthy grizzly bear popEnvironmen-tal
ulations can be found
Assessment, and for failfurther north, but the
ing to make a baseline
bears are scarce in southassessment of impacts to
ern B.C. Recently, the
wildlife.
According to
Victoria based Raincoast
Koop, the fact that the
Conservation Society and
resort proposal persists
biologists called on the
-Joe Foy, "has more to do with
B.C. government to halt
political concessions than
Weslel'nC111ada complying with" earlier
sport hunting of the grizzlies for up to 10 years,
Wililll'IIBSSCllllllitlel Ministry of Wildlife conuntil numbers can be
cerns regarding conservaassessed. Vanishing salmon, hunting,
tion. SPEC also charges that compreand a low reproductive rate compoundhensive information on the project and
ed with development, have been cited its development has not been made
as causes for the decline. In the south,
available to the public.
North Cascades National Park in
"Without this information, the
Washingcon harbors ideal habitat and public is at a distinct disadvantage,"
protective laws, but no grizzlies. The Koop wrote in a letter to the
challenge has been to get the bears to Environmental Assessment Office in
migrate south to the park where they December 1999.
are expected to flourish. Melvin Creek
"It's dangerous to close your
lies within the corridor between the eyes," agrees Joe Foy of Western
Coast and Cascade Ranges that would Canada
Wilderness
Committee.
be used for passage - a proposed griz- "When roads go in, the grizzlies are
zly bear recovery area.
gone. Melvin Creek would be a nightMelvin Creek "is a jewel," says mare. Under no circumstances should
biologist and grizzly bear expert it be allowed."
Wayne McCrory in an interview with
A decision is expected March
'Whistler's Pique this January. "If we 31. For more information
see
do this, what is left will not be enough www.spec.bc.ca.
•
to save our grizzlies and wolves."

"It's dangerous
to close your
eyes. When
roads go In the
grizzlies are
gone."
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Creating ski runs often requires destructive blasting. as shown here on Mount Hood.

Pelican Butte Proposal
Oregon

have filed a federal lawsuit on the
Winema National Forest timber sale a sale that would clear trees to make
way for the resort. The sale brings into
The former logging community of question the integrity of Clinton's
Klamath Falls is a flutter with the 1994 Northwest Forest Plan.
prospect of a new ski resort 28 miles to
Trying to site Pelican Butte is "a
the north, that would be the second direct frontal assault on the Northwest
largest in Oregon after Mount
Forest Plan," says Wood. "It will be
Bachelor. The resort on Pelican Butte precedent-setting either way. If the
in the Winema National F crest would
president's plan is to mean anything, it
be constructed in a late successional
won't happen."
reserve, with 8 lifts and 54 trails, new
The Forest Service says the forest
roads, and up to 6000 skiers/day.
plan allows for consideration of such
The proposal comes on top of oth- developments. Plan interpretations
er development plans intended for the and development negotiations are
Pelican Butte area in the South underway, with final details to be
Cascades.
The proposal poses big made public by June. Early indicaproblems however for conservationists
tions are that the Forest Service would
and anyone who wrestles with the require the Klamath Falls developer
meaning of Clinton's forJeld-Wen Inc., backer of
est plan. The highly conthe ski resort, to make
troversial resort would go
power line and gondola
in what has been called by
location adjustments, as
Wendell Wood of Oregon
well as the preservation
Natural
Resources
of additional forest lands
Council, the most ecologiand marsh restoration cally sensitive area anyas a concession.
But
where in the national forWood, like many others,
est system.
has serious problems
"You could not prowith the concessions,
pose a worse site to develwhich he says will forevop a ski resort," says
er
destroy
Pelican
Wood. "No other project
Butte's rich habitat, and
could have greater (ecowhich have "all been
logical) impact. If you can
done in secret, outside
develop Pelican Butte,
- Wendel Wo1d, the public eye."
then nothing's sacred."
this as a real
Or11N Na11ral estate"We seedevelopment
The Klamath Basin
Reso1rcasCouncil scheme."
has the largest bald eagle
wintering nesting area in
The final Environthe lower 48 states. And Pelican Butte mental Impact Statement is due June
is considered a crucial 115-acre "sourc- 2000. A decision is expected by fall.
ing" area, for which there is no availFor more information on Pelican
able replacement in additional suitable
Butte check out: www.onrc.org,
or
national forest land. In recent years, .www.wilderness.org
the bald eagle has regained some
strength as a species and, as of this
year, may no longer be given protection under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act. Biologists say the resort is
a major threat to the eagles' comeback,
as well as co lynx, spotted owl, and
Lost River and shortnose suckers.
Environmental groups, including
ONRC, Audubon Society, Wilderness
Society, and Sierra Club have sought
wilderness protection for the Pelican
Butte area for years. Together they

This is "a direct
frontal assault on
the Northwest
Forest Plan... ii
you can develop
Pelican Butte
then nothing's
sacred."
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Reinventing the Wheels
By EHzobeth Grossman

, 'E

verything that makes life
worth living has a poor
return on investment," said
Paul Hawken to the 300 or so people at
Portland State University, who'd come
to bear him talk about Natural
Capitalism, the new book he has written with Amory and Hunter Lovins, cofounders of the Rocky Mountain
Institute. This might sound glib, but it
is fundamental to the new approach to
economy and ecology the authors call
natural capitalism.
"Natural capitalism," says Hawken
- author of The Ecology of Commerce, an
innovative take on business - is "not
about capitalism," but "about natural
capital."
What is natural capital? The environmental and natural systems that are
"life itself," says Hawken. They are
natural systems that provide services
for which there are no substitutes, and
cannot be made by humans.
"Natural capital," write Hawken
and the Lovins, "includes all the familiar resources used by humankind:
water, minerals, oil, trees, fisb, soil, air,
etcetera. But it also encompasses living
systems, which include grasslands,
savannas, wetlands, estuaries, oceans,
coral reefs, riparian corridors, tundras,
and rainforests. These are deteriorating
worldwide at an unprecedented rate.
Within these ecological communities
are the fungi, ponds, mammals, humus,
amphibians, bacteria, trees, flagellates,
insects, songbirds, ferns, starfish, and
flowers that make life possible and
worth living on this planet."
According to the authors, ecologically compatible living does not have to
mean "the beer will be warm, the
showers will be cold but we'll somehow
feel better about it." Instead, they've
redefined profit and progress in terms
of natural capital.
They call this "the next industrial
revolution:" a world where "society
will be able to create a vital economy
that uses radically less material and
energy." If done properly, they maintain, "these necessary changes ... can
promote economic efficiency, ecological conservation and social equity."
This may seem idealistic, but
Hawken and the Lovins are practical
people. They work, not in the realm of
Utopia or Erewhon, but with corporations, utility companies, carpet manufacturers and architects of commercial
buildings. The principles outlined in
Natural Capitalism show that if we recognize the value of natural capital including "human capital, in the form
of labor and intelligence, culture and
organization" - we can redesign business, industry, housing, transport and
commerce, to conserve, if not add to,
our stock of natural capital.

NATURAL CAPITALIS!\I: Creating

the Next Industrial

Ressolution. by Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins and L.
Hunter Lovins; Little, Brown & Co. 396 page $29.95
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Natural Capitalism

In various sectors of business and
industry around the world, Natural
Capitalism describes ecological efficiencies now in practice. To show what can
be gained, the authors also illustrate
conventional practices that waste natural capital. Cars, construction, manufacturing, services, finance, trade, communities, wood and paper products, agriculture and water, climate - are analyzed
in terms of turning a profit in natural
capital. This will require, the authors
write, engaging in "capitalism as if living systems mattered," a notion often
dismissed by traditional economics.
"This is not a fencing match with
Adam Smith," Hawken said in his
Portland Seate talk. However, it is a
radical rearrangement of current business priorities. To achieve this revolution, Hawken and the Lovins advocate:
"l. Radical Resource Productivity ...
which slows resource depletion ... lowers pollution ... and provides a basis co
increase worldwide employment with
meaningful jobs." To chis they add, "2.
Biomimicry. Reducing the wasteful
throughput of materials ... by redesigning industrial systems on biological
lines ... 3. Service and Flow Economy ...
a shift from an economy of goods and
purchases to one of service and flow...

by restructuring the economy to focus
on relationships that ... reward automatically both resource productivity and
closed-loop cycles of materials use."
And, "4. Investing in Natural Capital. ..
reinvestments in sustaining, restoring,
and expanding stocks of natural capital,
so that the biosphere can produce more
abundant ecosystem services and natural resources."
Natural Capitalism does not skirt
around the economic or political fringe.
To redefine profit, it engages directly
with big money. "The role of business
in all this is critical. Business has co
stand up and be a leader and step the
race to the bottom," says Hawken. As it
becomes increasingly clear that using
less energy and fewer raw materials
both saves money and improves working conditions, businesses of all kinds
are beginning to incorporate basic principles of natural capitalism into their
operations. In communities across the
United States, "sustainability"
and
"growth management" have become
buzzwords. Businesses and local governments are starting to adopt practices
that encourage and require recycling,
energy efficiency, and the use of public
transportation.
Yet this is just the tip of the ice-

berg. Realizing it's relatively easy to
install compact fluorescent light bulbs,
tell your employees to carpool and
write on both sides of the post-it notes,
T asked Hawken how he sees accomplishing real changes in chinking and
practice.
"In short," he said, the way is "to
exert pressure from the outside in all
forms possible and relevant while
simultaneously engaging in widespread
forms of education, innovation, design
and systems thinking. In other words,
sticks and carrots. The sticks come
from boycotts, litigation, stigmatization, journalism, legislation, etc. The
carrots are improved morale, lower
costs, better performance,
social
approval... etc."
When I asked about the talk of sustainability we are hearing, Hawken
replied, "The lip-service is ubiquitous.
Without social feedback it will prevail...
One of the things that troubles me is
that there is a tendency for companies
and organizations concerned with sustainability to get into a room, recite the
global problems, and then engage in
several days worth of self-congratulatory rhetoric. At the same time, companies [making an effort] need to be
acknowledged. Tricky scuff."
"I don't think we're hearing all the
voices," said Hawken, stressing the
importance of social equity. While the
economy booms, he said, "every living
system on earth is in decline and the
rate of decline is accelerating in proportion to the rate of economic growth."
Asked how this would begin to change,
he replied, "I think you need some outside precipitating events for the U.S. to
wake up. It is presently feasting on the
Gilded Age and like an overstuffed
gourmand, is snoring in the corner."
The details of accomplishing this
industrial revolution may not be what
anyone but serious policy-wonks want
to curl up with, but the concepts of natural capitalism are beginning co permeate many aspects of daily life.
"Natural capitalism,"
the book
concludes, "is not about fomenting
social upheaval. On the contrary, that is
the consequence that will surely arise if
fundamental social and environmental
problems."
"'vVe can't win if we think we're
going to lose," Hawken said concluding his talk, and, "We are going to win."
The evening's final question came
from a young woman from Thailand,
who said, "What is your message for my
country and other rapidly industrializing nations?"
Hawken described an eight-lane
road, well lit, well marked, and clogged
with traffic. "That road," he said, "goes
straight to industrial hell. Don't go
there." This is indeed tricky stuff. •
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Cascadia
Resource Directory
OREGON
1000 Friends of Oregon
534 SW Third Avenue, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-2597
(503) 497-1000
FAX (503} 223-0073
Kalrniopsis Audubon Society
Active in protecting forests and defending
Oregon's land-use laws. Our national awardwinning "Storm Petrel" is a valuable environmental newsletter.
P.O. Box 1265, Port Orford, OR 97465
(541} 332-6009.
www.harborside.com/cc/audubon
Audubon Society of Portland
Audubon Society of Portland is a community
of caring people actively learning about and
protecting native birds, wildlife and wild
places, in the city and beyond - join us!
5151 NW Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 292-6855
FAX (503} 292-1021
general@audubonportland.org
www.audubonportland.org
Cascadia Commons
Isolated in the city or suburbia? Check out
co-housing communities-a
better way to
live. For Cascadia Commons Co-housing information, call (503} 650-7169 for details.
Cascadia Forest Alliance
Cascadia Forest Alliance watchdogs timber
sales, publishes a newsletter and holds educational events every third Thursday to encourage effective grassroots forest protection.
PO Box 4946, Portland OR 97208
(503) 241-4879,
pseudotsuga@earthlink.net.
Ecotrust
Ecotrust works to foster the emergence of a
conservation economy in the coastal temperate rain forest region of North America.
1200 NW Naito Parkway, Suite 470
Portland, OR 97209
(503} 227-6225
(503} 222-1517 fax
info@ecotrust.org
www.ecotrust.org
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The Environmental Federation of Oregon
Celebrating Ten Years at Work for a Healthy
Environment EFO provides support to its 29member coalition of leading non-profit envijonrnental organizations dedicated to preserving and enhancing Oregon's natural heritage.
P.O. Box 40333, Portland, OR 97240
(503) 223-9015
FAX (503) 233-0973
nfo@efo.org
www.efo.org
Green Fire Productions
Creating communication tools for conservation, sustainability, & justice
3948 E. Burnside Street, Portland, OR 97214
(503) 736-1295
FAX (503) 736-1319
www.greenmedia.org
karen@greenmedia.org
Hanford Action of Oregon
Working for an environment safe from the
uncontained
hazardous radioactive wastes
stored at Hanford, the nation's largest highlevel nuclear waste dumpsite, and the health
of the Columbia River Basin.
25-6 NW 23rd PL #406, Portland, OR 97210

Resource
(503) 235-2924
robin@spiritone.com
Headwaters
Headwaters works to protect Oregon's forest
and watersheds through citizen advocacy,
policy reform, environmental education and
economic change.
PO Box 729, Ashland, OR 97520
Street address: 84 Fourth St, Ashland
(541} 482-4459
FAX (541) 482-7282
headwtrs@mi nd. net
http//www.headwaters.org
The Nature Conservancy of Oregon
Preserves biological diversity through voluntary private action. We purchase, manage and
restore ecologically significant habitats with
help from our members and volunteers.
821 SE 14th Ave, Portland, OR 97214
(503) 230-1221
FAX (503) 230-9639
www.tnc.org/oregon
Northwest Environmental Advocates
NWEA works to reduce pollution and protect
habitat through implementation of federal
laws and to stimulate development of renewable energy.
133 S.W. Second Ave., Suite 302
Portland, OR 97204-3526
(503) 295-0490
FAX (503) 295-6634
nbell@advocates-nwea.org
www.advocates-nwea.org
Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon's oldest statewide environmental
group, OEC works to protect Oregon's clean
water and air now and for future generations.
520 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 940
Portland OR 97204-1535
(503) 222-1963
FAX (503} 222-1405
Email oec@orcouncil.org
Web www.orcouncil.org
Oregon Natural Desert Association
ONDA works to protect the wildlands and
waterways of Oregon's spectacular High
Desert while seeking to end industrial abuses
of our public lands.
Main Office:
16 NW Kansas Ave., Bend, OR 97701
(541} 330-2638
FAX (541) 385-3370
Field Office:
732 SW Third Ave., Suite 407
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 525-0193
FAX (503} 228-9720
onda@onda.org
Oregon Natural Resources Council
With a 25-year history of work defending
ancient forests, salmon and pure water, ONRC
seeks permanent protection for pristine forest wilderness.
5825 N Greeley, Portland, OR 97217
(503) 283-6343
Oregon Trout
Oregon Trout is a regional non-profit conservation organization that unites concerned
individuals around the common goal of protecting and restoring our native fish and our
watersheds.
117 SW Naito Parkway
Portland, OR 97204
(503} 222-9091/FAX (503) 222-9187
info@ortrout.org
www.ortrout.org

Directory

Pacific Rivers Council
Protects/restores rivers, their watersheds,
and native aquatic species. Current programs
emphasize aquatic conservation in forested
watersheds.
PO Box 10798
Eugene, OR 97440
Phone: 541-345-0119/FAX 541-345-0710
www.pacrivers.org
Physicians for Social Responsibility
Physicians for Social Responsibility is committed to the eliminating nuclear weapons,
protecting the environment and reducing violence.
921 SW Morrison Suite 500
Portland, OR 97205
(503} 274-2720
FAX (503) 274-9353
aldrichjen@aol.com
Sierra Club - Oregon Chapter
The Sierra Club's High Desert Committee is
working with landmanagement agencies and
environmental conservation organizations to
protect Oregon's high desert.
Sierra Club OR Chapter High Desert Committee
3701 SE Milwaukie, Suite F
Portland, OR 97202
{503} 239-8478
Trout Unlimited
Trout Unlimited is North America's leading
coldwater conservation organization, working to the conserve, protect and restore
trout, salmon and watersheds.
Western Conservation Office
213 SW Ash sr.. Suite 205
Portland, OR 97204
(503} 827-5700/FAX (503) 827-5672
amoore@tu.org
www.tu.org
The Tualatin Riverkeepers
The Tualatin Riverkeepers is a citizen-based
organization working to restore and protect
Oregon's Tualatin River system. The
Riverkeepers promotes watershed stewardship through public education, public
access, citizen involvement and advocacy.
Tualatin Riverkeepers
16340 SW Beef Bend Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
(503} 590-5813/FAX (503} 590-6702
info@tualatinriverkeepers.org
www.tualatinriverkeepers.org
Wild Wilderness
"Wild and Free in the 21st Century." Halt the
commercialization,
privatization and increased motorization
of America's Public
Lands. Nationwide Forest Fees Protest on
8/14/99.
248 NW Wilmington Ave., Bend, OR 97701
541-385-5261
ssilver@wildwilderness.org
http:/ /www.wildwilderness.org
Willamette Riverkeeper
Willamette Riverkeeper uses grassroots education and advocacy to restore and protect
the health and use of Willamette Basin rivers
and streams.
408 SW 2nd Ave., Suite 210
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503} 223-6418
www.willamette-riverkeeper.org
WaterWatch of Oregon
Rivers need water: WaterWatch works to keep
water in its natural course-thus protecting
fish and wildlife, maintaining clean water,
and providing recreation to all Oregonians.

Get Listed!
in the Cascadia Times
Resource Directory
For just $15 your organization can be
listed here. Send up to 20 words
describing your organization,
business
or event, along with your address,
phone, fox, e-mail and website to:
cascadia@spiritone.com
or fax (503-736-0097)
or call (503-223-9036)
213 SW Ash St., Suite 208
Portland, OR 97204
503) 295-4039
mrlwater@teleport.com
www.waterwatch.org

WASHINGTON
1000 Friends of Washington
1000 Friends is a statewide citizens organization that manages growth and stops sprawl.
For more information, contact Lauren Braden.
1305 Fourth Ave., Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98101
(206} 343-0681
FAX (206) 343-0683
friends@eskimo.com
www.lOOOfriends.org
The Adopt-A-Stream Foundation
Located at the Northwest Stream Center.
Stream and wetland ecology educational programming and stream habitat restoration services. Workshops, publications and outreach
to students of all ages.
600 128th Street SE
Everett WA 98208-6353
(425) 316-8592
FAX ( 425) 338-1423
aasf@streamkeeper.org
www.streamkeeper.org
American Rivers NW Regional Office
American Rivers is a national conservation
organization that protects and restores North
American rivers and fosters a river stewardship ethic.
150 Nickerson Street, Suite 311
Seattle, WA 98109
Phone: 206-213-0330
Fax: 206-213-0334
arnw@amrivers.org
www.amrivers.org
Climate Solutions
Stopping Global Warming is our cause, making the Northwest a world leader in practical
and profitable solutions is our organizing
imperative. (Formerly Atmosphere Alliance
and Energy Outreach Center) A project of the
Earth Island Institute
610 E 4th Ave, Olympia, WA 98501
(360} 352-1763
FAX (360) 943-4977
info@climatesolutions.org
www.climatesolutions.org
Columbiana Magazine
By the Columbia River Bioregional Education
Project. Explores philosophy, practice and
central issues re sustainable living in the
interior Pacific Northwest. Visit NEWSROOM
at Columbiana.org for weekly postings.
2055 Oro-Toroda Ck. Rd., Oroville WA 98844
(509} 485-3844 (fax & phone)
columbiana@televar.com
www.columbiana.org

Earth Share of Washington
Your gift is shared among leading environmental organizations
working to protect
human
and environmental
health
in
Washington State and beyond. "You Can Work
for the Environment Every Day"
1402 Third Avenue, Suite 525
Seattle WA 98101
(206) 622-9840
FAX {206) 682-8492
eswinformation@esw.org
http://www.esw.org
Kettle Range Conservation Group
Protecting ecosystem health for present and
future generations. Wilderness: Our Common
Heritage. Take a walk on the wild side at:
<http://www.wildwashington.org>
P.O. Box 150, Republic, Washington 99166
509-775-2667
http:/ /www.televar.com/-tco lema n
LightHawk
Using the power of flight to conserve and
protect the earth and its natural resources,
LightHawk pilots fly community leaders,
media, elected officials, conservation partners and other decision-makers to educate
them about key environmental issues.
2915 East Madison St. Suite 306
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 860-2832
{206) 860-2836 FAX
jennyl@lighthawk.org
www.lighthawk.org
Midtown Commons
A community based non-profit organization
whose primary endeavor is to preserve the
heritage and history of the neighborhoods in
Seattle's Central Area while creating housing,
employment and business opportunities for
local residents.For class schedule and other
information contact:
William Wright, Executive Director
Charity Cassady, Program Assistant
{206) 322-1162
midtowncommons@uswest.net
mscharity@netscape.net
NW Energy Coalition
A regional alliance of over 80 diverse community organizations and utilities, the NW
Energy Coalition promotes energy conservation, renewable energy, low income programs
and salmon restoration.
219 First Avenue South, Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98104
{206) 621-0094
FAX (206) 621-0097
nwec@nwenergy.org
www.nwenergy.org/nwec

Pilchuck Audubon Society
The mission of Pilchuck Audubon Society is to
conserve and restore natural ecosystems,
focusing on birds and other wildlife for the
benefit of the Earth's biological diversity.
W. Darryl Thompson-President
1803 Hewitt Avenue, Suite 108
Everett, WA 98201
( 425) 252-0926
FAX {425) 259-6873
Tidepool.org
Tidepool.org is the daily on-line news service for the rain forest coast. A project of
Ecotrust. Ed Hunt, Editor
4103 S.R. 4 West, Rosburg, WA 98643
{360) 465-2433
emhunt@willapabay.org
www.tidepool.org
TREC - Training Resources for the
Environmental Community
Training Resources for the Environmental
Community (TREC) provides training and
consultation for non-profit environmental
groups including fundraising, strategic planning, board development, and fiscal and personnel management.

23824 Vashon Highway SW, P.O. Box 13438
Burton, WA 98013-0438
(206) 463-7800
FAX (206) 463-7801
trec@trecnw.org
www.trecnw.org
IDAHO
Selkirk-Priest Basin Association
SAVING SANTA'S REINDEER ... Help us save the
last free-roaming herd of mountain caribou
left in the entire U.S.
Box 1809, Priest River, Idaho, 83856
(208) 448-2971 (phone/fax)
gbail@dmi.net
www.spbainc.org
ALASKA
Alaska Wilderness Recreation
and Tourism Association
Explore Alaska! Our Alaska Adventure
Sourcebook lists over 200 ecotourism and
adventure travel guides across the State.
Travel tips and other resources.
PO Box 22827-CT, Juneau, AK 99802
(907) 463-3038
FAX {907) 463-328!)
awrta@alaska.net
www.alaska.net/-awrta

Classifieds

Pacific Horthwest
farm Aduenture

HELP WANTED
Position Available-Grassroots Organizer
This full-time staff position at Southeast
Alaska Conservation Council (SEACC) will
focus on Tongass forest and related
issues. The Grassroots Organizer should
be highly motivated, enjoy travel and
meeting people, and have excellent communication skills, strong writing ability
and strong knowledge of forest/conservation issues. This position involves frequent travel and is based in Juneau,
Alaska. Salary $26,000+ depending on
experience plus health/dental and retirement benefits. Contact Katya Kirsch,
Executive Director, 419 Sixth St., Suite
328, Juneau, Alaska 99801, mail to:
katya@seacc.org, katya@seacc.org, ph.
{907) 586-6942 for a detailed job
description. To apply send resume, references and writing samples by March 10,
2000. Position will be filled as soon as
possible.

f Hperience the Hobydickness of it all.

Durable person(s) or couple to be fully involved in stewardship of terrestrial
lands in support of the Moby Dick Hotel &
Oyster Farm, Nahcotta, WA 98637
Moby Dick needs serious help in current and future planning and management of small scale organic gardens
including vegetables, beginning orchards,
wildflower and cultivated gardens, and
the evolution, design, care and integration of farm-to-kitchen strategies.
Renumeration: Housing, negotiable
pay based on experience, health benefits.
P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665-4543
(360) 665-6887 (fax)
mobydickhotel@willapabay.org
www.nwplace.com/mobydickhotel

OTHER/NATIONAL
Earth Force
Earth Force is young people changing communities and caring for our environment
while developing life-long habits of active
citizenship. See ad on page 18.
1908 Mount Vernon Avenue, Second Floor
Alexandria, VA 33201
{703) 299-9400/FAX (703) 299-9485
www.earthforce.org
earthforce@earthforce.org
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IT'S DINNiR TIME!
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Thursday, Monday

River Network
River Network works to save and protect
America's rivers by helping groups organize
on the local level, and by acquiring threatened riverlands for permanent protection.
National Office:
520 SW Sixth Ave, Suite 1130
Portland, OR 97204
{503) 241-3506 or 1-800-423-6747
FAX {503) 241-9256
www.rivernetwork. o rg
info@rivernetwork.org
Pacific Rivers Council
Protects/restores rivers, their watersheds,
and native aquatic species. Current programs
emphasize aquatic conservation in forested
watersheds.
2895 Oak St., PO Box 10798, Eugene OR 97440
(541) 345-0119/FAX {541) 345-0710
www.pacrivers.org pacificriver@igc.apc.org

Advance Reservations Required

Moby Dick Hotel
& Oyster Farm

I

The Moby Dick Welcomes Chef Jeff McMahon.
Chef McM~. most recently from the Saucebox in Portland, OR, grew up in the Pacific
Northwest and rs a world traveller. He worked at the Four Seasons Hotel and Campanile in
Los Angeles, Clark's in London, Mad.61 in New York and 'lefiro Restaurant in Portland.
Jeff is a serious student of traditional cuisines and is obsessed with creating bright, clean
flavours using ingredients imported and indigenous. He is a strong support of organic farming
and wholesome agriculture, so will be be utilizing our crrganic garden tO the max.
Jeff will be with us as of April 6th, 2000, so join us for an unforgettablecuUnary experience.

+ Join us for Easter +

Call for more information and available packages.
ILDERNESS
OLUNTEERS

+ "East at West" A Qigong Retreat +
with Bruce Eichelberger, M.T.O.M., O.M.D. (China), L.Ac., Dipl.Ac. & C.H. (NCCA)

April 28,30

"Giving Something Back·

Special.packages srill available • Registrariondeadline: April 8

AD\'E~Tl RE SER\'H:E TRIPS

P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665,4543
www.nwplace.com/mobydickhotel
(360) 665,6887 (fax)
mobydickhotel@willapabay.org

Hands-on Conservation Projects
Free Days to Explore
National Parks &
Wilderness Areas including:
Hart Mt. Antelope Refuge
Malheur Wildlife Refuge
Eagle Cap Wilderness
North Fork John Day Wilderness
Olympic National Park
&many more
7 day trips/$198
www.wildernessvolunteers.org
Free Catalog• 1-888-737-2888
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· HOTEL TABARD INN

1739 N Street, N.W Washington, O.C. 20036
FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION

(202) 785-1277 • FAX (202) 785-6173

~----------~------"""'---~-----~--------------------~-----------------------------------------------------Gift for:
Name

D 1 Year Subscription (10 issues)
0 2 Year Subscription (20 issues)
D Canadian Price .•......•.•..•..•

$20
$36

$34/Year
D Please renew my subscription for 1 year
D Please renew my subscription for 2 years

Street
City
State, Zi Code

Gift fo'r:
Name
Street

Name

City

Street

State, Zip Code
Cit
State, Zip Code

e-mail

I like what you're doing. I've enclosed a donation to support Cascadia Times.

•

Amount:
Total Enclosed:

·-------------------------------------------------------------

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Ttmes
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Ttmes
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
~
I
Phone: (503) 223-9036 Fax (503) 736-0097 Email: cascadia@spiritone.com :
I

If you can't use this please pass on to a friend.

